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I. General Description;
The >tr-. round barns in this nomination appeal as representatives of a type to 
barn buffs who see them as examples of largely hand-made architecture and lament the 
advent of the machine age. Also, the rural romanticizer emphasizes the harmony 
between this type of barn and the natural landscape (Whitney 1974:15). To the 
general observer these barns are a distinctive landscape feature, at the very least.

Beside these subjective unities, the round barns of this nomination are similar
in 'their structural details, materials, and scale. All have single-hipped roofs save
for the semi-circular roof of the Schultz Barn. As for the materials, all the
round barns in this nomination rest on concrete foundations. Siding is the single
greatest variation in building materials. The Tillery Barn is enclosed with
vitrified tile, the Forehand Barn with metal, and the others by wooden siding.
Whereas the Forehand and Schultz Barns are roofed with asphalt shingles, all the others
are roofed with wooden shingles.

All but the Tillery Barn are medium scale round barns, having 56-60 foot diameters 
and 40-60 foot heights between grade and cupola top. With a 36 foot 6 inch diameter 
and 25 foot height, the Tillery Barn is representative of Illinois' small round 
barns. The largest round barns observed in Illinois have approximately 100 foot 
diameters and 80 foot heights.

Only I^Coi-ty «,«c! Tillery ten* MJ. the central silo which was one of the round barn's 
labor-saving features. Only the ForeUulBarn has no cupola and the other seven vary 
between the elaborate design on .the Schultz Barn and the metal ventilator of the 
Kleinkopfr .".-,.

The Ryan Round Barn (aenry County.) wa,s listed in the National Register Dec. 31, 1974 
JII. Individual -~-*-
$ee inventory sheets. 

III. Survey Methodology:

These barns were surveyed by two members of Illinois 1 State Historic Preservation 
Office, Keith A. Sculle and Michael Ward, and a very knowledgeable enthusiast, 
H. Wayne Price, chairman, "Save Our Barns Committee 11 , Illinois State Historical 
Society. Without the beneift of Price's knowledge, this nomination would have 
been impossible; the s<^eft subjects of this nomination were selected from the 
fifty-five round barns Price has documented in his nine year survey (since 1973) of 
all kinds of Illinois barns. The twenty-four round barns with a high level of integrity 
and equal geographic distribution were selected for historical investigation. Only 
eight of the twenty-four had sufficient known historical infomation to permit their 
inclusion in this nomination. The round barns resulting from this method of 
selection provide a context in which to evaluate other round barns which will be 
considered for addition to the National Register. .
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
I. General
The round barns in thts nomination form are significant as material mani 
festations of the application of scientific principles to American agriculture. 
They also have significance as Illinois examples of a building type especially pro 
moted by the Agricultural Experiment Station, University of Illinois (Urbana), and 
as illustrations of the last type of carpenter-built barns in America.

. Science was first applied to American agriculture in the colonial period when the
lessons were derived from Europe. Not until Silliman, Norton, and Johnson researched 

i agricultural chemistry in the mid-nineteenth century at Yale did America begin to 
' develop its own tradition of scientific agriculture. American faith in material

progress quickly spurred the development of agriculture as an applied science, however. 
Many states first appointed an official geologist to analyze rock and soil structure 
for their productive capacities and followed with an office of entomology to provide 
means for combating insects. The development of other state offices, 
university extension programs, and agricultural journals following the Civil War 
aided in the transition from traditional agriculture (Hay.ter 1968:10-11).

Illinois joined this national trend beginning with the creation of the Geological 
Survey- in 1851. Illinois appointed a state entomologist in 1867 and its first three 
occupants won national acclaim for the office through the early twentieth century 
(keiser 1977: 134; Davenport 1958). The Department of Agriculture was established 
in 1872 and assumed responsibility for the state and county fairs to disseminate 
information on the latest agricultural techniques. Nine other agencies dedicated to 
specific aspects of agriculture were created in the last third of the nineteenth 
century (Keiser 1977: 133). The University of Illinois opened in 1867 partly to 
teach scientific farming. The Agricultural Experiment Station was added in the spring 
of 1888 to convey the benefits of agricultural research.

Illinois' Agricultural Experiment Station was launched with others throughout the 
nation by the Hatch Act (1887) according to which the federal government granted 
$5,000 annually to each state. With these funds the University of Illinois established 
the station whose advisory board formed a constituency in the farm community and 
outlined the station's research topics: (1) culture of cereals and grasses; (2) orcharding 
and the culture of small fruits and garden products; (3) feeding meat animals; and 
(4) feeding dairy cattle (Nevins 1117:123-124). In addressing the last topic, Wilbur J. 
Fraser, chief of dairy husbandry, published at least seven bulletins between 1905 
and 1918 including two on round barns: "No. 143: Economy of the Round Barn" 
(February, 1910) and "No. 230" The Round Barn" (September, 1918).
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Fraser advocated the round barn as the architectural component of the most profitable 
dairy farm. In Fraser 's own words, the round barn was

convenient for feeding and caring for cows, economical of construction,
and containing a large storage capacity in both silo and mow. (Fraser 1910:4).

By contrast with the conventional rectangular barn, the round variety's central chute 
permitted feeding around the silo and saved the labor to carry feed from storage 
to the stalls. If the round barn had a self-supporting roof, the mow was not ob 
structed by roof-supporting pillars as in the rectangular barn. The round barn could 
also be built with between thirty-four and fifty-eight percent less material than the 
rectangular barn Fraser claimed. (,R~ a. sar*

Fraser's research and publication was done at a time when the Agricultural Experiment 
Station was the most influential and best funded University program (Moores 1970: 147; 
Nevtns 1917: 224; Rodnitzsky 1979: 12). Illinois farmers were converted from folkways 
to the latest scientific farming as a consequence of the Station's efforts (Moores 1970: 76)

Fraser's influence was wide but not seminal. Indeed, his advocacy was part of a growing 
effort to alter farming through the dissemination of scientific practices by means of 
published material. Round barns had been a subject of such promotion from before the 
Civil War but especially in the late nineteenth century (Welsch 1970: 90-91)-. Frank 
B. King, chairman, agricultural physics, University of Wisconsin, preceeded Fraser in 
promoting the round barn as part of the research and service program of a land-grant 
college. In 1890, King wrote the "Plan of a Barn for a Dairy Farm/ Wisconsin 
Agricultural Experiment Station Seventh Annual Report and is known to have influenced 
the: construction of four of Wisconsin's approximately 180 round barns (Jost, 1980: 92). 
Certainly, the brief interest in round barns at the turn of the century cannot be 
attributed to the large (diameter 90 feet) Shaker barn at Hancock, Massachusetts 
(built 1826) or the type's publicity .in the often reprinted Orson Fowler, A Home for All 
(first published 1848).

The round barn was the last of the five barn types (including the Dutch, English, 
Pennsylvania, and connected) to be built by carpenters in America (Arthur & Whitney 
Many were built from the 1890s by farmers seeking to increase their profit margin 
but World War. I interrupted, their brief popularity and halted construction throughout 
the nation. As Fraser explained in his war-time brochure:

No citizen should be so unpatriotic as to' absorb the labor and materials
necessary to build a barn while our country is at war and has such great need
of them in the war industries, unless it is an absolute necessity (Fraser 1918:1)

Increasing farm mechanization ended the round barn experiment because equipment was 
built to operate best in square or rectangular barns. -A few round barns were built 
in the T920s but since that decade barns have been p re- fabricated as a result of the 
increasing use of machine-made products and the decreasing reliance on handcrafted 
products.
II. Individual Barns

See Inventory Sheets
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Section 7

I. General Description

The seven round barns in this nomination share the subjective 
characteristics of the eight round barns in the first installment, "Round 
Barns in Illinois-Thematic Group Nomination." That is, both installments 
evoke the barn buff's sympathy for hand-made architecture and its harmony 
with the natural landscape.

The second installment, however, deviates in some structural details, 
materials, and scale. Like the first installment barns, most of the 
roofs are single-hip (Bruce, Fehr, Harbach, Otte, and Weber); but two are 
conical (Jensen and Leek). Hence, the two installments illustrate all 
but one of ;theiroof profiles kripwn to have been built in Illinois, the 
double-hip roof. The variations in the roof details of this 
installment's barns, however, are a significant deviation warranting 
designation as a special tradition within the carpentry of Illinois' 
round barns. The description and explanation of this deviation is 
treated in Section 8 and the individual inventory sheets of this 
nomination. As for foundations, however, this installment is identical 
to the first installment's barns which rest on poured concrete slabs. 
Siding does Vary greatly, as it does among the first installment barns. 
Six, (Bruce, Fehr, Harbach, Jensen, Leek, and Otte) have horizontal 
siding. Three (Harbach, Jensen and Leek) of the six are additionally 
clad in tar paper. One (Fehr) is additionally clad with metal rather 
than tar paper. The most noteworthy deviation in siding, however, is the 
seventh barn (Weber) whose vitrified tile wall illustrates an important 
phase in round barn evolution, as explained in the individual inventory 
sheet. Unlike most of the first installment barns, most of the barns 
(Bruce, Fehr, Harbach, Jensen, Leek, and Weber) in this nomination are 
roofed in asphalt shingles. Only one barn (Otte) has wooden shingles.

Just as in the first installment barns, the subjects of this second 
installment are medium scale round barns, save for one. The diameter of 
six varies between 55 and 60 feet. The Leek Barn's 45 foot diameter 
categorizes it as a small round barn like the Tillery Barn of the first 
installment.

The central silo is an uncommon feature as it is among the first 
installment barns. Only two barns (Bruce and Weber) in this installment 
have central silos. Cupolas and ventilation vary considerably between 
the second installment barns as they do in the first installment barns.
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II. Individual Barns

See individual inventory sheets.

III. Survey Metholology

The Stephenson County area was selected because the large number of 
surviving round barns presents significant opportunities. First, the 
unusual number is an unusual legacy requiring preservation to the degree 
this is possible under National Register auspices. Second, this 
objective was strengthened by the likelihood of uncovering a heretofore 
untold aspect of Illinois' agricultural development.

For the purposes of this nomination, the Stephenson County area 
constitutes two Wisconsin counties (Green and Rock) contiguous with two 
Illinois counties (Stephenson and Winnebago). The high concentration 
of round barns relative to surrounding counties suggests a community 
within which the round barn was promoted. Field examination by Keith A. 
Sculle, Illinois State Historic Preservation Office, during May, June and 
August, 1983, in the two Illinois counties identified twelve surviving 
round barns. Seven were selected for their integrity to be proposed in 
these materials for National Register designation. As explained in 
Section 8 of this nomination, concentration on the study area was 
rewarded with the identification of a significant regional variation in 
the state-wide round barn topic.
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Statement of Significance (in one paragraph)

I. General

The seven round barns in this nomination satisfy National Register 
criteria C. They are representative of a type illustrating the 
application of scientific principles to agriculture. The specific source 
of scientific inspiration is less certain. Whereas, the examples in the 
first installment of the "Round Barns in Illinois—Thematic Group 
Nomination" are attributable to the'Agrtcuft^al^Ekp^friient^StjItloA; ^ 
University of Illinois, Urbana, the seven in this second installment 
cannot be attributed definitely to this source. On the one hand, the 
central silo in only two of the barns in this nomination underscores 
independence from the experiment station which advocated the central silo 
(Fraser 1910: 3-4). On the other hand, roof construction details in 
several of the barns (Bruce, Fehr, Harbach, Otte, and Weber) suggests the 
possible influence of the experiment station. It does seem probable, 
however, that inclusion of these variables in any particular barn 
depended on the demands of the prospective owner and the capacity of the 
hired carpenter. Because five of the barns can be attributed to local 
carpenters, the barns patently do illustrate the theme of America's last 
carpenter-built barns as explained in the first installment. This second 
installment gains additional significance as the best preserved Illinois 
examples in the unusual round barn tradition of the Stephenson County 
area.

An unusally large number of round barns, thirty-one, were constructed 
in a four-county area centered in Stephenson County, Illinois. 
Eventually, twenty-one round barns were constructed in Stephenson 
County. This exceeds the second highest number of round barns presently 
known to have been built in one county in the United States, namely the 
eighteen round barns built in Vernon County, Wisconsin (Jost 1980: 
44-48). Certainly, it surpasses the twelve round barns on which Fulton 
County, Indiana, has advertised itself as the "Round Barn Capital of 
Indiana," (Doolittle, 1973: 23). Stephenson County's rank as the county 
with the greatest number of round barns is probably the result of the 
team of Jeremiah Shaffer and his five Haas brothers-in-law. They are 
known to have built twelve of the thirteen round barns whose carpenters
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have been identified. One example in each of the other three area 
counties is also attributable to these unusually prolific builders 
(Douglas, 1978: section 7, p. 10; Haase, 15 August 1983; Wise, 22 June 
1983).

Their work began in the Rock Grove area with Jeremiah Shaffer 
(1858-1940). He was the vanguard. Jerry, as he is still remembered, 
introduced the innovative round barn into the traditional farm 
community. Jerry is remembered as a voracious reader (Wise, 9 August 
1983). He probably obtained the round barn idea from the many books and 
articles he read. Both farm journals at the turn of the century promoted 
the round barn and the agricultural experiment stations at both the 
University of Wisconsin at Madison and the University of Illinois at 
Urbana issued publications advocating the types (King 1890; Fraser 1910, 
1918). Jerry apparently advocated the round variety to barn customers 
and he also worked with the team at the beginning of construction, 
probably to solve the special design problems of the innovative type 
(Nesemeier, 4 August 1983). Jerry directed construction of the first 
round barn in 1901. The oldest surviving examples, the Leek Barn, was 
built in 1903 (Barrett 1970: 169). It is a subject of this nomination.

The Haas brothers, however, actually built most of Illinois' unusual 
legacy of round barns in Stephenson and Winnebago Counties. Omer 
(1879-1965) was the most notable (Barrett 1970: 166). As the team's 
"head carpenter" he laid out the framing that was essential and directed 
his older brothers. The survival between eighty and seventy years of the 
team's round barns testifies to the high quality of Haas craftsmanship. 
The team's round barns whose condition can be examined or was known at 
their end prove that misuse and bad repair were more frequent cause for 
disappearance and failure than the inadequacy of the original design.

Construction details of the barns in this nomination reveal the 
team's efforts to perfect the type. One of the round barn's supposed 
advantages was a self-supporting roof which left a mow unobstructed by 
supporting pillars (Fraser, 1918: 7 and 10). Some carpenters were unable 
to build durable self-supporting roofs but the Shaffer-Haas team 
developed two satisfactory solutions (Price and Sculie 1983: 6). The 
first was the conical roof with a tall, thin cupola built in the first 
decade of the century. This first solution is represented by the Leek 
barn in this nomination. The second solution is a single-hip roof 
possibly designed to increase strength and influenced by the Agricultural 
Experiment Station at the University of Illinois, Urbana. This second 
solution is represented by the Bruce and Fehr barns in this nomination. 
A single variation on this second solution is reflected in the Weber barn 
one of whose structural changes was probably influenced by developments 
at Urbana. This structural detail is described in the individual 
inventory sheet. The persistence of the Stephenson area's tradition in 
structural details, however, is underscored in the last round barn built 
in the area, the Otte Barn. The individual inventory sheet for the Otte 
Barn describes its traditional consistency.
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